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Institutional Onboarding – Problem Statement
The LP/Investor Onboarding process is growing in complexity and becoming more challenging. 
Firms have a growing number of investors drawn from different pools, who are increasingly 
expecting ‘special treatment’ (consider side letters). 

The process is connected to Fund Setup (consider SMA or fund-of-one) and Deal Execution 
(consider mandate compliance). The capture of structured data from the Investor Onboarding 
process is often lacking and the regulatory/compliance landscape is evolving quickly (consider 
periodic KYC checks).

The result being that delayed onboarding slows down AUM-growth and associated fees, negatively 
impacting the LP/Investor experience. The long and complex process is costly, driving up external 
costs (e.g., legal) and increases internal headcount. Operationally, your current solution is 
inhibiting scale.

END-TO-END WORKFLOW ORCHESTRATION FOR INSTITUTIONAL ONBOARDING

The psKINETIC solution uses ‘intelligent glue’ to integrate with your existing systems and 
orchestrates workflows and processes across all of the business functions.

Built from the ground up, it enables rapid configuration to fit with your processes and that of 3rd 
party providers such as legal or fund administrator services.

It gives you a 360-view of the process pulled, providing senior leaders with dashboards and the 
wider team with smart workflow and task tracking across multiple functions, geographies and time 
zones.

Our solution offers a host of functions that can help you digitalise the full process and automate as 
much as 90% from start to finish, including:

 – Workflow & Data Automation
 – Document Automation
 – KYC/AML & Risk Assessment
 – Dashboards & Reporting 
 – Self-Service Client Portal
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Automating the Investor Journey
The product catalogue acts as a central hub allowing the user to navigate to any product at any 
stage of its lifecycle. Filter by product, asset class lifecycle stage (or other). The dashboard is fully 
customisable and connects all of the stakeholders and business functions required to launch new 
products and manage processes throughout the lifecycle.
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Orchestrate, streamline & automate investor 
journey across multiple functions business 
lines & jurisdictions

Workflow & data automation

Single view of key stagesA 360-client, single client view
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Document Automation

Our end-to-end onboarding solution includes KYC, subscription documents, side letters &          
portal access.
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Minimise error rate & remove 
admin burden for a faster, 
more reliable experience

Manage information via 
workflows

Self-service channel with 
digital signatures

API integrations with industry 
providers

Real time data
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KYC/AML & Risk Assessment

Intuitive sub doc creation by utilising smart questionnaire by investor type.
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Ability for clients to digitally 
complete and e-sign sub 
documents

Clients complete and provide 
other onboarding information 
(e.g., KYC. FATCA, CRS)

Handoffs to legal and other 
teams for sub doc review and 
approval
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Dashboards & Reporting
Reporting functionality provides key analytics to better control the onboarding process.
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Address bottlenecks Streamline workflow Understand the big picture
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Self-Service Client Portal

The investor portal, a self-service channel, enables investors to complete key tasks by easily 
logging into their individual portal.
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Access to all funds Tracking of their onboarding 
status

Speed up the process
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Subscription Documents and Side Letters
The portal allows investors to negotiate critical subscription documents and side letters.
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DocuSign 

Full audit history

Contract track changes

Version Control
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Summary & Benefits
Comprehensive in its design, our Institutional Onboarding Solution offers a host of benefits:

 – Automate client data capture - integrate seamlessly with CRM and other applications
 – Dynamic KYC/AML risk scoring throughout the onboarding process
 – Customise to your process - connecting systems with Intelligent Glue
 – Automate & digitalize subscription document management
 – Manage document approval - centralise and improve key document sign off process
 – Side letter management & data capture
 – Creates an audit trail for compliance officers and regulators
 – Is a portal for all functional business areas involved in the process
 – Increases speed to market
 – Process transparency
 – Comprehensive analytics and improved insights

                     – Our Solutions at a Glance
 – Investor onboarding streamline & data capture 
 – Pre-trade/deal compliance: connecting CRM/deal sourcing with OMS 
 – Restricted list process (inc. integration with 3rd party legal)
 – Fund allocation, capital calls & coordination with treasury 
 – NAV Reporting process orchestration and queries 
 – Data consolidation for desks/leadership
 – Deal Origination
 – Product Lifecycle Management 
 – Fund Setup

For further details contact: 
DAVID LANDI - Head of Asset Management  
Email: David.landi@pskinetic.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-landi/

mailto:David.landi%40pskinetic.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-landi/


psKINETIC is a leading provider of Intelligent Automation Solutions for Financial Services.  
Our focus is on delivering outcomes and financial return for clients at pace.  We don’t believe in 

‘just rip out and replace’ – it is too risky and too costly – with our Intelligent Glue we help clients 
connect and enhance existing systems and processes.  Our experienced professionals master 

a range of automation technologies and we support customers through the full cycle of Design, 
Build, Run & Optimise.

For more information, visit www.pskinetic.com


